


A 5 day elemental initiation of embodiment and Spirit. Merging with the 
clarity, alignment & life-force of our Earth Mother’s essence, through the 
depth of Silence and prayer ceremony. 
Through the subtle communion with the earth wisdom, sacred fire, waterfall, 
holy spring and rivers, all held by the grace of breath and awareness in 
every moment. 
An invitation to fall into the undiscovered depths of your essence and 
purpose, supported by the absolute love of the sisterhood and sacred land 
of Les Waterfall.

ACTIVITIES

Sweatlodge - Purify the deep layers of the mind and body, strengthen your 
relationship with Spirit and Elements. 

Wombvoice & Medicine songs - The healing and awakening of the 
womb as a channel of sound and sacred voice of the earth. Together we 
share medicine music, help to open our voices and support our healing, 
strengthening and unifying.  Native song teachings by the waters and fire.



Nature Quest

Silent meditations - Center, Clear and master your mental 
body to be of Service. Nature Meditations of unifying fields 
to send loving kindness to the planet and all our relations. 
 
Elemental Initiation Meditations - Daily Waterfall communion.  River 
blessings. All night Fire prayers. Walking in the Void of Darkness.

Nature Quest - 24-48hrs on dry/water fast, solo sacred time in the stillness 
of nature. Receiving the clarity, visions and confidence on inner/outer 
purpose, through the embodiment of essence.  A  powerful day and night 
prayer similar to the Vision Quest Rite of Passage.

Sexual Vitality Practises - Yoga & Qi Gong practise tailor suited for the 
Shamanic Tantrika Arts of cultivating nature’s lifeforce, sensual vitality, & the 
embodiment of greater Light.

 



 

Nature Ceremony and Offerings -  Nature ceremonies that support life 
transitions closure and new beginnings. Shamanic practices of purification 
and offerings to give back to the land, ancestors and life. Prayers & blessings 
for greater perspective & momentum for positive personal, life, work 
and relationship growth. 

Selfcare Mayan Womb Massage - Nourishing the life giving womb 
of woman. Tools and practise to drop into deeper subtle layers of body 
connection and self love.

Restorative Yin practise & Chrystalbowl Soundhealing - Allowing the 
nervous system, body & soul to nourish from the bliss state of nothingness. 
Rewrite of DNA & subtle energy-body to hold vaster frequencies of Light 
through Chrystal Sound.

Sexual Vitality Practises - Yoga & Qi Gong practice tailor suited to cultivate 

nature’s lifeforce, sensual vitality, & the female embodiment of greater Light.



Nature Quest

LOCATION

In the sacred valley of Les Waterfall. Each participant will be in a double 
share accommodation in Gede’s & Made’s Homestays in the valley. Most 
of the days will be spent on Anna Maria’s land, in the templedome, teepee, 
fireplaces, as well as in the rivers and waterfall.
You will be allocated a nature spot that is your anchor throughout the week. 
You will have hours in this spot everyday, as well as an extended 1-2days of 
fasting in this spot, similar to the prayer of vision quest.

Apply Now to Shamanictantrikaarts@gmail.com



Example of daily Schedule
(May vary depending on ceremonies & fasting days)

6am  Sunrise Silent Meditation

7am  Yoga/ Qi Gong

8:30am  Green Juice/Coconut/ Superfood smoothie-granola-fruit bowl 
10am  Silence walking meditation/ Vitality practise, Nature time, Waterfall 

12:30pm Lunch (Vegan superfood nutritious salads, seeds etc.)

3-5pm  Ceremonies, or Restorative practice

5pm  Nourishing soup/stew (coconut moringa/pumpkin/veggiecurry)

6pm  Sunset Silent Meditation

7pm  Fire gazing medicine drum singing/ Sweatlodge/ Soundhealing

8pm  Silent Rest



Nature Quest

Energy Investment
(Including all food, accommodation, curriculum & ceremonies)

700 EUR 

Early Early Bird (Register before July 20th, Limited to 4 first registrations)

600EUR

(** All profit of this retreat goes straight to the continous land conservation projects & 
evolution of ceremonial sanctuaries in Bali and Central America, as well as to support our 

medicine elders and their prayerwork) 

*Limited to 13 women

*Note: As nourishing Silence and these ceremonials ways are, know that you are 
stepping into a powerful vortex. For the harmonious flow of everyone present, your 

participation will require a strong commitment to self inquiry and loving service, resilience 
to elemental initiation & fasting - dedication, self responsibility & commitment to Love. 

* Please register your interest ASAP to earthpriestessarts@gmail.com



Anna Maria Magdalena
Ixquina Tonantzin

Anna Maria has been living, praying and loving in the depths of elemental 
initiations and women’s natural healing arts for over a decade. Deeply 
dedicated to the ancestral wisdom of the earth trough her own commitments 
of Mexikatl Moondance, Lakota Sundance, Visions Quests and medicine 
prayers, she weaves the ceremonial world as the primary source of the 
healing and empowerment of woman. Living in studying with indigenous 
grandmothers, therapeutic tantrikas and extreme nature conditions as her 
greatest teachers, she is deeply passionate about sharing the arts of retuning 
the womb of woman with the earth. Through Silence, through prayer, through 
vitality practise and ceremony, she created the school of Shamanic Tantrika 
Arts and the Earth Priestess Trainings. She has been stewarding the central 
womb sacred land of Les Waterfall valley for the last 5 years.

FACILITATORS



Nature Quest

Kirsty Ka

Kirsty Ka is a carrier of earth and sound medicine and a nature quest facilitator. 
She shares earth-based wisdom, ceremonies, nature immersion and the 
medicine of music to help empower and transform lives and relationships. 
Her work focuses on returning us to greater peace, joy, confidence and 
wholeness; relate to the sacredness of the Earth, daily life and all of our 
relations. Kirsty Ka collaborates with elders and shaman of different traditions 
internationally, and works together holding ceremonies, gatherings, retreats 
and personal and group Nature Quests around the world for our personal 
and collective wellbeing and humanities conscious awakening.

WWW.WILDWISDOMKA.COM

FACILITATORS


